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DeSol Power Tiles Overview
Solar roof tiles from DeSol Power Tiles provide an easy, cost-effective way to add solar
technology to your home while protecting against water intrusion. A typical DeSol solar roof
system will virtually eliminate your monthly electric bill, and will pay for itself in seven to eight
years. And, unlike conventional solar panels, a DeSol solar roof system will maintain or enhance
the aesthetic and architectural appeal of your roof.
Installation takes about the same amount of time as a standard roof install. The tiles can be
installed directly over your shingles on an existing roof, or can be installed on a new building.

TILE COLORS
Tiles are available gray color.

Gray
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TILE STYLES
In addition to our solar tiles, we supply coordinating roof tile styles to complete an aesthetically
pleasing roof installation. We offer both full-size and half-size blind tiles (without the solar
panel), cover tiles for the right and left edges of a roof, and coordinating pitch tiles for the top of
the roof. Blind tiles, cover tiles, and pitch tiles can be cut to size as necessary.

Solar tile

Left cover tile

Right cover tile

Pitch tile

Half-size blind tile

Full-size blind tile

Note: Our solar tiles contain solar panels made from building-integrated photovoltaics (PV)
materials. The solar tiles are linked to create “strings,” which go to the inverter, grid or batteries.
A string consists of 50 to 60 solar tiles, depending on the inverter and the installation.

DELIVERING DURABILITY AND PERFORMANCE
DeSol Power Tiles are made with high-quality solar cells and a unique cooling system. Proper
cooling enhances the performance and longevity of the solar cell.
Durability and performance of DeSol Power Tiles are guaranteed for 30 years. Flame retardant
and manufactured in the US, they are designed to withstand hurricane conditions.
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Safety Recommendations
Important! Only licensed electricians should complete a DeSol Power Tiles electrical
installation. DeSol Power Tiles, LLC can assist roofers and licensed electricians with planning,
drawings, and other aspects of installation. The electrician’s responsibilities include:



Determining how many “strings” of solar tiles can be fed into the inverter and how much
electricity is needed in the home



Creating an electrical drawing that clearly indicates how the roof tiles will be positioned and
connected to each other




Assessing all aspects of tile placement (shade patterns, obstacles, roof direction)



Coordinating and working closely
with the roofer during all phases of
the work, from planning to final
installation

Connecting the strings of roof tiles to
the inverter, grid, or batteries

BEST HANDLING PRACTICES
Warning! DeSol Power Tiles produce
DC electricity when exposed to the sun
or other light sources. Individual solar
tiles are not hazardous, but the potential
shock hazard increases when they are in
series. Contact with electrical active
parts of the solar tiles (such as
terminals) can result in burns, sparks,
and lethal shock. The solar tiles have a
protective glass layer. If the protective
glass is damaged, electrical shocks and
burn hazards can occur. Damaged cells
cannot be repaired and should be
replaced immediately. To reduce the risk
of damage, the solar tile may be covered
with an opaque material during
installation.
Consider the following additional warnings to avoid injury and damage to the tiles:
▪

Avoid working in rainy, snowy or windy conditions. Wet terminals of the solar tiles can cause
electrical shocks. Also, tiles are slippery when wet.

▪

Do not spray water directly at the electrical connections of the solar tiles, as the combination
of water and electricity may present shock hazards.

▪

Do not direct artificially concentrated sunlight on the solar tiles.
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▪

Observe safe electrical practices at all times. Do not touch live terminals with bare hands;
always wear electrical gloves and disconnect all energy sources (such as battery or utility)
when working on the solar tiles. Use insulated tools for electrical connections.

▪

Observe polarity when connecting the solar tiles into the electrical circuit. Reverse
connection damages the solar tiles, may result in fire, and will void the warranty.

▪

Do not disconnect any of the solar tiles when the system is under load.

▪

The DeSol tile system is fire rated according to UL 94 HB. It must be installed over a roof of
appropriate fire resistance. Do not install the solar tiles near naked flame or flammable
materials.

AMBIENT CONDITION AND POSITIONING CONSIDERATIONS
When installing DeSol Power Tiles, consider the following items:
▪

Relative humidity should be below 90%.

▪

As the tiles are rather small and have numerous pressure distribution contact points, a
professional roof contractor must be responsible for mechanical load calculation (including
wind and snow load) according to the roof design. DeSol Power Tiles are UL580 certified to
35 pounds per square foot.

▪

The tiles should be installed to receive maximum sunlight throughout the year. In the
northern hemisphere, the tiles should face south. For example, modules facing 40 degrees
away from true south will lose approximately 5% to 10% of their power output. Facing 60
degrees away from true south, the power loss will be more than 10%. Avoid shadows from
surrounding obstructions like trees, chimneys or buildings. Note that during winter months,
the arc of the sun is lowest over the horizon.
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Technical Specifications
DeSol Power Tiles (Model: DeSol 0017) have a 17-watt monocrystalline solar panel with an
output of 3.10 volts per tile. Each tile includes a label with technical and electrical information.

PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS/WEIGHTS
Product

Width

Length

Thickness

Weight

Solar tile
Full-size Blind Tile
Half-size Blind Tile
Left/Right Cover Tile
Pitch Tile

17 ½''
17 ½''
9''
9''
14''

21''
21''
21''
21''
17''

1 ½''
1 ½''
1 ½''
1 ½''
1 ½''

5 ½ lb.
1 lb., 6 oz.
13 oz.
13 oz.
13 oz.

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

THERMAL SPECIFICATIONS

Maximum Power (Pmax)

17 W

Operating temperatures

Maximum Power Voltage (Vmp)

3.10 V

Ambient temperatures

Maximum Power Current (Imp)

5.50 A

Open-Circuit Voltage (Voc)

3.80 V

Short-Circuit Current (Isc)

5.70 A

Maximum System Voltage

600 V

Maximum Series Fuse

15 A

Weight/Dimension

1.6 KG/
430x260 mm

Cell Technology

S1 mono

Fire Resistance Rating

Class A

Manufacturer

GermanSolar

-40°C (-40°F) to
85°C (185°F)
-20°C (-4°F) to
40°C (104°F)

Notes:
- All electrical specifications (+/-10%) are based on
measurements performed at standard test
conditions of 1000 W/m² irradiance, air mass 1.5
and normal operating cell temperature (NOCT) of
45°+/- 2°C after long-term stabilization.
- For field connections, use minimum No. 14 AWG
copper wires insulated for a minimum of 90° C.
- With proper installation (as described in this
document) DeSol Power Tiles have been
evaluated by UL for a maximum wind uplift rating
of Class F in accordance with ASTM D3161, and
for a fire resistance rating of Class A as evaluated
under UL 790.
- Actual performance may vary up to 10% from
rated power due to low temperature operation,

spectral and other related effects. Note that the
voltage efficiency will increase with lower
temperatures and vice versa.
- Under normal conditions, a solar tile may
experience conditions that produce more current
and/or voltage than reported at standard test
conditions. Accordingly, the values of short-circuit
current and open clamp voltages, noted above,
should be multiplied by a factor of 1.25 when
determining component voltage ratings, conductor
current ratings, fuse sizes, and size of controls
connected to the solar tile output. Refer to Section
690-8 of the National Electric Code for more
information.
- An output of 90% is ensured after 10 years, while
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an output of 85% is ensured after 20 years.
- All electrical equipment is protected to the degree
of minimal IP65.
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- Specifications are subject to change without
notice.

Product Details
The following figures call out details about each of the DeSol Power Tiles needed to complete a
solar roof installation.

SOLAR ROOF TILE SYSTEM
The tiles in the following figures are arranged in a multi-course configuration, with each course
being formed of tiles in a side-by-side configuration. In this layout, a portion of each lower
course is overlapped by a portion of an upper course of tiles, and as to adjacent tiles within a
course, each tile positioned to the right is overlapped by a portion of the corresponding tile
positioned to its left.

1

Left cover tile

2

Half-size blind tile

3

Solar tile

4

Full-size blind tile

5

Right cover tile
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SOLAR CELL TILE

1

Solar laminate panel

2

Water guide

3

Water guide

Note: Ventilation openings are located in under the solar laminate panel that comes preinserted into each solar tile. These tiles cannot be cut.
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Prior to Installation
STORE PROPERLY
DeSol Power Tiles should be stored at ambient temperatures of 15° to 30°C (50°F to 85°F).
Never walk on the products prior to installation.

Note: Warehousing, stocking, and transport may cause the tiles to warp slightly. Placing the
tiles on a flat surface for 24 hours will reduce warping. DeSol Power Tiles, including the inserted
solar panels, are manufactured flat. The solar panel is glued into the solar tile. The panel is rigid
and will not bend. However, the roof tile is designed to be somewhat flexible so it can be
adapted to different roof surfaces. This flexibility is one of the advantages of a DeSol solar roof
system.

MEASURE AND PLAN
DeSol Power Tiles, LLC can assist contractors and roofers with tools on RoofScope.com to
determine accurate roof measurements online.
Installers must carefully prepare the batten and tile arrangement plan and accurately calculate
the total number of each type of tile, as well as developing a complete interconnection plan.
Consider all obstacles, such as windows, vents, gutters, and exhaust pipes.
Each row of battens is placed
18 inches above the previous
row and the amount of “play” or
tolerance in tile position must
also be considered in the
overall roof design and batten
placement. Each tile interlocks
with the tile below it and can be
moved vertically by as much as
18 mm before being screwed
into the batten. In addition, the
tiles to the left overlap the tiles
to the right and can be moved
horizontally by as much as 10
mm before being screwed into
the batten.
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Mechanical Installation
The mechanical installation of all tiles should be performed by an authorized roofer. The tiles
can be installed directly over your shingles on an existing roof, or can be installed on a new
building.
Note: The following installation method is provided as a reference only. DeSol Power Tiles, LLC
does not provide related mounting components such as fire-resistant decking, screws and
battens. The authorized system installers are responsible for the solar roof system’s design,
installation, and security.

INSTALL THE UNDERLAYMENT
Before installing the battens, a waterproof, flame-resistant, "Arated" underlayment (such as Georgia-Pacific’s DensDeck) must
be installed over the entire roof surface to protect against winddriven water and humidity. An underlayment is required because
DeSol Power Tiles have a built-in ventilation strip that allows air
to flow under the solar panel, cooling it for better performance
while keeping out humidity.

INSTALL THE BATTENS
Batten placement must follow the overall design of the DeSol solar roof system as described in
the Prior to Installation section
above. With proper measurement, an
installer can determine the exact
position/direction for each batten.
Materials Note: The battens placed
along the bottom of the roof should
be pressure-treated 2-inch by 2-inch.
Additional battens should be
pressure treated with a minimum size
of 1 ½ inch by ¾-inch.Use coated,
water-resistant screws that are at
least 1 ½ inches in length to install the battens into the decking board and roof board. (#8 x 2
inch (5 cm) screws are a good choice for installing the battens).
1. Position your first 2”x2” batten horizontally at the bottom right corner of the roof. Pre-drill
holes for the screws, and then screw the batten in place.
2. Attach additional 2”x2” battens as needed to complete the first horizontal row of battens.
3. Position the first thinner batten (1 ½ inch by ¾-inch or slightly larger) to start the second row
of battens 18 inches above the first row, pre-drill holes for the screws, and screw the batten
into place.
4. Attach additional battens as needed, with 18 inches between each row of battens.
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INSTALL THE TILES
Tile installation should always begin at the bottom right corner and proceed up in the vertical
direction to complete a full right column of tiles. Then two or three tiles can be placed to the left
of the bottom right tile and work can proceed up, vertically, to create the next two or three
columns, and so on.
In each column of roof tiles, the bottom tile is first screwed to the 2-inch by 2-inch bottom batten.
The top of each roof tile with the locking pins facing the top of the roof is screwed to the
batten above. The locking pins always need to mate with the corresponding locking members
from the adjacent roof tile. All tiles (solar tiles, blind tiles, left and right cover tiles) are installed
using the same process. The type of tile to be installed in each position is based on the detailed
plan created before installation begins.
Solar tiles are linked to create “strings” that go to the inverter, grid or batteries.
Materials Note: Use coated, water-resistant screws that are at approximately 2 ½ inches in
length to install the tiles to the battens and into decking board and roof board. (Black coated,
#10 x 2 1/2 inch screws are a good choice for installing the tiles).
1. Starting at the bottom right corner, position the locking member opening at the bottom of the
first tile over the front of the 2-inch by 2-inch batten and position the flanges at the top of the
tile over the second batten row.

2. For optimal hurricane resistance, attach the bottom of the first tile to the first batten using
two screws.
-
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Place a screw above each of the two locking member openings and screw firmly,
horizontally, and straight through the tile material into the first batten.
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3. Attach the top of the first tile to the second batten row using two screws.
-

Tightly fasten a screw through the top-left hole through the batten and into the
underlayment and roof board.
Place a screw in the oval-shaped hole at the top-right side of the tile and tighten the
screw somewhat looser than the previous one to allow the tile to expand or contract with
changes in temperature.

4. Position the second tile above the first installed tile (bottom right) as follows:
-

Place the locking member opening located at the bottom of the new tile over the locking
pins of the tile below and position the flanges at the top of the new tile over the third
batten row.

5. Attach the top of the second tile to the third batten row using two screws (as described in
step 3 above).
6. Continue installing the full right column of tiles (as described in steps 3 to 5 above).
7. Position and attach a tile to the left of the bottom-right tile as follows:
-

Align the right edge of the new tile to overlap the tile to the right.
Position the locking member opening at the bottom of the new tile over the front of the 2inch by 2-inch batten.
Position the flanges at the top of the new tile over the second batten row.
Attach with screws (as described in steps 2 and 3 above).
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8. Position one or two more tiles to the left and attach as described above.

9. Continue to add tiles above those just placed to create two or three additional columns to
the top of the roof. Repeat this procedure until all of
the tiles are installed.
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10. Following the electrical installation plan, connect the power cables as the solar tiles are
installed.
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Note: Each roof tile has a built-in roofer’s
tape. The tape can be used to note where
tiles need to be cut around obstacles or
add the edge of the roof. For more
accurate measurements, use a builder’s
measuring tape. Blind tiles and right/left
cover tiles can be cut using a circular saw
with a blade designed to cut plastic. Never
cut the solar tiles! If you need to cut off the
top of a tile where the screw holes are
located, you can simply screw through the
plastic to attach the cut part of the tile to
the batten.

COMPLETE THE INSTALLATION
Measure and cut DeSol’s blind roof tiles (not solar tiles) for placement along the top row of the
roof. Install pitch tiles supplied by DeSol or other roofing material of your choice at the top of the
roof.
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Electrical Installation
Warning! The electrical installation should only be performed by a licensed electrician. Before
this electrical installation procedure, please read the mechanical installation procedure. For
electrical ratings of the modules, see the Technical Specifications section above.

GROUNDING AND CONNECTIONS
As the tile material is not an electrical conductor, the tiles themselves cannot be grounded. Be
sure all connections are well snapped in. The modules contain bypass diodes. If the modules
are incorrectly connected to each other, the bypass diodes, cables or junction boxes may be
damaged.

PLANNING AND TESTING
Solar tiles connected in series should have similar current, and the total created voltage may not
be higher than the permitted system voltage (600 VDC). As a reference, the maximum number
of solar tiles in series in series (N) can easily be calculated by dividing the Maximum System
Voltage of the tiles by the respective Voc value of the tiles. Also consider the variation of the
voltage under different temperature conditions. Maximum system voltage is 600 VDC; the
normal operational system voltage is recommended to be in the wide range of approximately
120 to 550 VDC, depending on the type of inverter installed.
Solar tile strings connected in parallel should have similar voltage. As a reference, the maximum
number of tiles in parallel (M) can be calculated by dividing the maximum rated current by the
Isc value of the module, and then plus one (1). However, DeSol Power Tiles, LLC recommends
connecting no more than two strings in parallel. Be sure that the DC fuse boxes are well
installed. If different strings are connected in parallel, having different voltages, internal currents
can overload electrical components.

SYSTEM COMMISSIONING AND TROUBLESHOOTING



Follow the requirements of applicable local and national electrical codes.





Use a multi-meter to check the array voltages.



Open disconnect switches and use your multi-meter to confirm the power is cut off.





Check for loose wires or connections at the array start- or end-points.



Confirm that no new loads have been added to the system and that loads are operating for
the specified number of hours per day.

With disconnect switches closed, record all system meters and indicators.

Check for open circuit breakers or blown fuses.
If you suspect a solar tile is malfunctioning, disconnect the load at the AC side of the
inverter, then disconnect the inverter itself before demounting a module.

Remove cabinet covers and inspect all equipment wiring.
Close all disconnect switches and make sure loads are operating as designed.
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When solar modules are used to charge batteries, the battery must be installed in a manner
which will protect the performance of the system and the safety of its users. Follow the
battery manufacturer’s guidelines concerning installation, operation and maintenance
recommendations.

Ongoing Maintenance


The solar tiles are generally sufficiently cleaned by a good rain. However, in dusty locations,
they can be cleaned with a combination of water and mild soap. Do not use abrasive soaps
or solvents.




Check frequently and remove any large debris from the solar tiles as required.
Periodically check the differences in power-amplitude indicated on the inverter for the
different areas of solar tiles.

Liability Disclaimer
The information contained in this manual is based on DeSol Power Tiles LLC’s knowledge and
experience and is believed to be reliable, but such information and suggestions do not
constitute a warranty expressed or implied. The methods of installation, use and maintenance of
DeSol Power Tiles are beyond the control of DeSol Power Tiles LLC. DeSol Power Tiles LLC
assumes no responsibility and expressly disclaims liability for any loss, damage or expense
associated with the use, installation, maintenance or operation of the smart roofing system.
DeSol Power Tiles LLC assumes no responsibility for any infringement of patents or other rights
of third parties, which may result from use of the tiles. No license is granted by implication or
under any patent or patent rights.
Any liability of DeSol Power Tiles LLC is strictly limited to the limited warranty. DeSol Power
Tiles LLC reserves the right to make changes to product specifications or to this manual without
prior notice.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Can I cut the tiles to fit my roof?
Solar tiles cannot be cut. However, the blind tiles and the cover tiles (left and right) can be cut to
adapt to the shape of the roof.
How do I install roof tiles at an angle?
Cut the bottom part of the pins to allow the roof tiles to be tilted and installed at an angle, using
the same locking members.
Are the battens always installed 18 inches apart?
Using a distance of 18 inches is a standard rule of thumb. The locking pins on each roof tile
allow in-and-out positioning of the battens at different distances if necessary.
Is it safe for roofers and maintenance personnel to walk on the installed tiles?
Yes. DeSol Power Tiles are designed and built to provide a sturdy, walkable surface.
If I damage a tile, can I order a replacement?
DeSol Power Tiles customers may order supplemental tiles as required to complete an
installation. Be sure to specify the style: blind tiles, half tiles, or cover tiles (left and right).
Are DeSol Power Tiles guaranteed?
Performance and durability are guaranteed for 30 years. The color of the tiles is guaranteed for
10 years.

Support
Website: www.DeSolPowerTiles.com
Email: info@DeSolPowerTiles.com
DeSol Engineering information hotline: 404-663-7733

RoofScope is a trademark of ScopeTechnologies.
DENSDECK is a trademark owned by Georgia-Pacific Gypsum LLC.
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